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AUCKLAND STUDIO POTTERS

AUGUST 2019 NEWSLETTER

CENTRE REPORT

Hello members!

The term classes are buzzing with action and we have many new students and members

warming our studio on these cooler winter days.

With the extra time now available on a Sunday we have been able to set up some of the

requested workshops and extra throwing classes for beginners. Coming up 1st September, 

Ann O’Sullivan and Chris Southern are hosting a “Bottles, Jugs and Pouring Vessels

Workshop” Margaret Sumich and Lara Hartmann are hosting “An Introduction to Raku Firing

Workshop” check them out here 

As a future investment into our members’ safety, ASP have recently installed security

cameras. These are intended as a deterrent for any unwanted guests and late night visitors

and will only be monitoring the outer centre perimeter.

The Box Gallery has been doing well with our amazing “Social Media” professional planning

alongside Helen Perrett the Father’s Day Box gallery day – so get on down to the Box Gallery

and shop for Dad and you may also be in to win the “indulgent” gift hamper that ASP

members have kindly donated to.

We welcome Hayley Bridgford as our first potter to take on the residency in our beloved

Residency pods. There is still one available so if you can see yourself potting away in one,

check it out on our website.

http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f683679397832
https://www.eventspronto.co.nz/ceramics
https://www.ceramics.co.nz/studio-residency


The Fire and Clay exhibition at Pah Homestead is fast coming around the corner. Get

creating now and be prepared. We are a little excited that this year we will have a

photographer available for you to help by providing professional images for your

application. The photographer dates and cost will be sent out via a weekly notice closer to

the date of Fire and Clay.

Frank Checketts class made a delicious textural impact and made way to Tuesday Morning’s

Teapot exhibition! A glorious assortment of colour, surface design and character…  the ASP

Pool Room is having a great time showcasing the ASP talent! Who will be up next? How

about you? Let the office know if you are interested in an exhibition at the Pool Room.

Kiln technician role is currently our very own Bex Plowman. She is making sure we have our

t’s crossed and our i’s dotted! Getting fully immersed in the firing life and up-skilling to

support your every need!

Looking forward to the up and coming events, workshops and classes and as always… thank

you for the positive support and volunteers that make ASP centre life even more vibrant

than it already is!

Happy community! Happy potting!

UPCOMING AND CURRENT EVENTS



Friday, 6 September, 2019 at 6:30pm

ASP Movie Night: A Bizarre
and Noble Craft

The next movie at ASP will be "Bizarre and

https://form.jotform.co/92240388926868
https://form.jotform.co/92240388926868


Noble Craft", by Matthew Weir and Jerry

Duller; a documentary about ceramic and

pottery production in a village in Andalusia.

All members welcome; please bring a plate

to share. Click here to RSVP.

31 July - 24 August 2019, Ivan
Anthony, 312c Karangahape Road,
Newton, Auckland

There is a limited time left to catch this

show by Australian artist Janet Beckhouse.

Janet is an artist who loves colour, pattern,

images and objects made by hand. She

states her work is "...an integral part of who

I am and feeds my artwork, mind and soul".

Her work is indeed rich in reference and

luxurious in colour, with dedication to

intricate detail.

Go and check it out for yourself!

TOAD KILL - JANET BECKHOUSE

BIG THINGS FROM SMALL SCULPTURES - ROBIN RANGA

2 August - 31 August 2019, Black Door
Gallery, 251 Parnell Road Parnell,
Auckland

Robin Ranga is a multi-media artist who

works from her home studio in Port

https://form.jotform.co/92240388926868
https://form.jotform.co/92240388926868


Waikato. Through her figurative work she

explores universal ideas of psychology,

sociology and culture.   The results are

sensitive and compassionate pieces which

invite contemplation. 

Ranga is drawn to the use of clay for its

conceptual connections to the human

condition. As the artist describes, like clay,

"...we are durable, malleable, and fragile -

and able to be transformed by a passionate

blaze, with skill, knowledge, and respect".

Her handling of clay leaves evidence of the maker's hand; referencing the tactile qualities of

clay and the humanness of the maker. 

YEA WELL, NOW SINCE THEN - JIM COOPER

10 August - October 12 2019,
Objectspace, 13 Rose Road, Ponsonby,
Auckland

Jim Cooper’s figurative sculpture in clay is a

distinctively comical oeuvre. His retinue

comprises mawkish characters with

specious grins full of teeth and bug-eyed

stares, cats and dogs of every

denomination, wastrels and minstrels, sad

sack characters, music groupies and faded

celebrities. Throw in a relative or two from

the West Coast and the self-satisfied look

on an accountant’s face after announcing a

tax refund. Cooper’s anarchic menagerie is

ceramic pageantry on a grand scale.

ASP is in need of CONTAINERS for glaze mixing and storing - please bring along if
you have any spare

PLEASE BRING IN PLASTIC CONTAINERS



PLEASE BRING IN PLASTIC CONTAINERS

THE INTERNATIONAL SCULPTURE CENTRE

The International Sculpture Centre has a website and magazine publication dedicated - as

the title suggests -  to sculptural work. Francis Upritchard is currently  featured on the site,

alongside some other fabulous contributors.  It's worth taking the time to check it out: you

won't be disappointed.  Click on the button below to visit.

Sculpture Magazine

OPEN CALLS & OPPORTUNITIES

MOROCCAN POTTERY TOUR 2020

Australian ceramicist Marian Howell is leading a pottery tour to Morocco in April 2020. It is

a  17  day, small  group ceramic exploration,  including  a hands-on traditional ceramics

workshop.

In addition to the workshop, participants will enjoy a one day Berber cooking class, as well

as exploring Moroccan arts and ceramics in Fez, Safi and Meknes; not to mention enjoying

local food throughout.  A night in the desert among the Merzouga dunes under a thousand

stars will be memorable, and we will also visit Casablanca, Chefchouen and Marrakech. 

The workshop will cater for all levels of experience and we also invite non-potting partners

to join us.   There is a limit on workshop numbers to ensure that everyone can obtain the full

benefit.

For further information:

marian.ceramic.tours@gmail.com

Important Dates:

Tour: 4-19 April 2020

https://sculpturemagazine.art/
mailto:marian.ceramic.tours@gmail.com


Artists are invited to exhibit in the "Deep South".

The exhibition runs from 7 - 10 November 2019. For more information, email:

john@dunedinartshow.co.nz  

mailto:john@dunedinartshow.co.nz


kate@dunedinartshow.co.nz  

Lovely Work Gathering Dust! 

Monday 26th August BISQUE pieces will be put outside on the table for

collection - pieces not collected will be recycled at ASP discretion

Please remember to pick up your pieces 

from both in the studio and the bisque shed.

CERAMICS NEW ZEALAND AGM 2019

This is a reminder for those of you who are members of CNZ - the AGM is looming and the

documents for your review and proxy voting are now available.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING: 29 August, 2019

TIME: 7.30pm - 8.10pm

VENUE: on line vi Zoom - (www.zoom.us/join)

If you have any questions, contact the Administrator at:

secretaryceramicsnz@gmail.com or PO Box 14680, Kilbirnie, Wellington 6241

GREATER AUCKLAND ART AWARDS & EXHIBITION 2019

REGISTRATION OPENS: 7th June 2019

CLOSE OF REGISTRATION: 6th September 2019

FINAL ALTERATIONS: 12th September 2019

AWARDS EVENING: 26th September 2019

EXHIBITION DATES: 27th September – 6th October 2019

VENUE: Shed 2 Corbans Estate, cnr 426 Great North Rd & 2 Mt Lebanon Lane, Henderson

https://chchartshow.us9.list-manage.com/track/click?u=4b75b67303849422fd1112022&id=f7169eb7a8&e=e9e8629c92
http://scanmail.trustwave.com/?c=6630&d=i6bK3aNjx763hTlsOcmMY_TQHYCI4ccV0ri2GtLELQ&s=1197&u=http%3a%2f%2fwww%2ezoom%2eus%2fjoin
mailto:secretarynzpotters@gmail.com


More info & entry form at Waitakere Arts website

Waiclay National Ceramics Award

TEA TIME TEXTURES: 
RICHARD NAYLOR AND BEX PLOWMAN

by Catherine Spence

https://www.waitakerearts.com/


This show was recently held in the Front Room Gallery.  The title aptly described what was

on display from Richard and Bex, but what it couldn't describe was the richness of the

textures and the lusciousness of the fluxing glazes. The skill of both artists was wide ranging:

lines that shaped pots and dictated directions for the eye to follow; sculptured pieces that

are whole-heartedly functional. Keep an eye out for the next opportunity to see their work.

TWO CENTS AND ONCE AROUND THE WHEEL:
ON HANDLES (Part 1)

by Suzy Dünser



Standard disclaimer: Rules are made to be broken.

Handle-specific disclaimer: The handle on a pot is often as good an identifier of the maker as

the potter's mark is. There are many different ways to form handles – and within each of

those ways a wide variety of forms, detailing, and attachment methods.

Additional disclaimer: Those of you who have ever taken a class with me will know I am a

little handle obsessed.

There are some things to think about regardless of what kind of handle you choose. First, is

it the aesthetics or the function that takes precedence? Ideally of course you have both, but

for some aesthetic statements, functional compromise may be necessary. The challenge is

to avoid the opposite – good design suggests that functionality should not require

compromises in aesthetics.

Here are some things to consider with regard to functional handle design:

1. Where on the pot do you attach the top of the handle? Do you want the handle to rise

up above the rim of the pot, be level with it, or be positioned lower down?

2. Where on the pot do you attach the bottom of the handle? Does the shape of the pot

suggest a particular landing point?

3. What shape should the cross section of the handle have to ensure a comfortable grip?

Should the cross section be uniform over the whole handle, or vary?

4. How big should the handle be in relation to the pot? This one may sound like an

aesthetic question, but there are practical considerations as well: if the handle stands

too far away from the body, the pot will be harder to hold upright; and if it’s too close,

the person’s fingers may touch the body of the pot – which can be a problem for

mugs, teapots and any other vessel holding something hot.

My original intention for this episode of Two Cents was to also answer these questions



-  actually, it was to answer these questions with relation just to handles that are pulled

directly on the pot – but I’ve realised that would get too long; so this is just an introduction

to thinking about handles, and in the following two columns I’ll explore some answers. 

In the meantime, think about how you would answer these questions for yourself – and also,

make use of the bisque collection at the centre! We are lucky to have a collection of pots

made by a variety of people, which you can look at and hold, compare and contrast. What

features vary between potters and pots? Which do you like better? What aspects stay the

same even when other things vary? Trying to analyse why you like something is a good first

step in being able to improve your own work.

Photo credits photo credit photo credit

THE ASP COLLECTION: JOHANNES PETERS
by Jill Duncalfe

One of my favourite pieces in our ASP

collection in the old house is this piece by

Johannes Peters. It’s just calling out to be

touched and held. There’s such a delicious

change from the roughness of the clay to

the lusciousness of the glaze; and the

simplicity of the decoration seems to touch

deep memories.

Johannes Peters wanted to make pottery

that was suitable for food. His vessels reveal

the nature of the materials he uses –

exposure of the fire clay, idiosyncratic

glazed surfaces with their characteristic

softness.

His forms are simple and intelligible; forms that breathe and move rather than being over-

elaborate and conforming to ideals of a sublime form.  Peters misshapes his pots often as

he throws them. If a flaw appears right at the outset, rather than abandoning the piece or

correcting it, this becomes the inspiration for working the pot. He removes all his work

directly from the wheel in its freshly thrown state, emphasising asymmetry or increasing it

by the addition of handles, lids and the like. He says, “I do have a basic idea. But my hands

should be able to do as they please. And then the material itself has its own ideas too. I’m

happy when it helps me.”



Johannes Peters was born in Freiburg, Germany in 1966, where he still works in a shared

studio with Obi Oberwallner and Gottfried Krause.  He started his career in ceramics under

Ika Schilbock in Germany, then went to France for a couple of years; working first in the

studio of Pierre Dutertre, and then under Jean-Nicholas Gerard (who is visiting ASP in the

near future). It was while working with Gerard that Peters had his first exposure to glazed

earthenware and was hooked from thereon. He found the glowing colourfulness that could

be achieved and the simplicity of the procedure involved inspiring.  To quote him: “The glaze

dissolved in to clay; clay, slip and glaze melted into one, took on light and depth”,  and he

took this inspiration home with him to Freiburg.

ALL FIRE AND DRAGONS
by Catherine Spence

It is with pure delight to see what comes out of the kiln when it is the work of the kids who

have been in classes with Julia Watson... another set of work that if you are not there when it

walks from kiln to studio shelves you will miss out entirely. Here are photos of a couple of

dragons caught along the way.....



LATELY IN THE POOL ROOM
by Catherine Spence

The loveliest things make their way to the Pool Room - but blink and you will miss them.

 Here are a few from Richard Naylor's Tuesday morning class, currently on show. You can

definitely trace his influence in his students' work.

Left to right: Julia Watson, Vanessa Ceelen and Kim Huynh

DIPLOMA UPDATE
by Rachael Hennessey

Welcome to Dunedin - 'The Riviera of
the Antarctic'

Remember that cold snap a couple of weeks

back, when the Arctic freeze was coming up

from the south? That was the week that an

Intrepid bunch of ASP Diploma students

headed south to Dunedin to experience

being Art Students at Otago Polytech. And

yes there was snow on them there hills, like

a delicate dusting of icing sugar there to

greet us as we exited the terminal. The sting

of the cold air felt like a full strength Mentos

mint, it was great!

The week was about leaving family and job

responsibilities behind and being free to

have a week of art and clay. It was also



about meeting the OP crew and the other Dip students from around the country; Waikato,

Waiheke, Welly, Christchurch and Dunedin and sharing our experiences with the course to

date. A lot of it was about collectively sharing the love for ceramics and getting to hang out

with people who love nothing more than talking glazes or huddling round a wood kiln. Oh

yes, there was a wood firing and a salt firing too and lots of activity and excitement

associated with these and some gorgeous results.

There was a lot of warmth and generosity shown to us by the Otago Polytech students and

staff, inspiring talks from some of the Masters students about their work and a very special

couple of teapot making sessions with Neil Grant, one of NZs most treasured potters. Neil

also accompanied us on a road trip south to Ben Har, the location of one of New Zealand's

largest domestic porcelain factories ‘McSkimming & Son Pottery Works' which closed in the

1980s. It is still a very impressive site even though it is now dilapidated and ruled over by a

wild ram, the huge chimney and large brick structure housing the kilns cut an amazing

silhouette on the hill side.

We were also invited to ’The Blue Oyster Gallery’, an interactive, very relaxed space where

artists can work and converse with people about their art, to meet Wi and Jesse. Wi Taepa is

a Maori ceramicist whose gorgeous contemporary works are in Te Papa and many of our

top galleries. He generously shared his creative journey into ceramics and his process with

design. Jesse, a former Diploma student, showed us locally sourced clay - raw and fired. He

is on a mission to set up an online site where he provides GPS coordinates for local clay sites

for NZ potters to access. Very cool project and very cool guys.

Dunedin was a very gracious host, with it’s gorgeous stately buildings, cool cafes and small

bars; we were spoilt for great places to eat and meet. We stayed in the Art Precinct close to

many galleries and to the Octagon, walking everywhere. Or for the really intrepid, there

were Green Scooters.

So thanks Otago Polytech and the other fellow Diploma students from across NZ for a

fantastic, fun week. And Dunedin you are one cool city, so maybe the title of this should

really read - 'Welcome to Dunedin - Awesome city of The Arts and Friendly People (nice

whiskey too!)

Photo top: Marjan Geervliet surveys the wood firing treasures.

Photo above right: Dunedin street art. 

Photo left: Neil Grant demonstrating his throwing skills.



Photo top: Marjan Geervliet surveys the wood firing treasures.

Photo above right: Dunedin street art. 

Photo left: Neil Grant demonstrating his throwing skills.

Introducing

New Classes and Workshops!

Bottles, Jugs and Pouring Vessels

An Introduction to Raku Firing

Sunday Glazing for Beginners

Wood Fired Kiln Building Class

3 Week Intensive Throwing

Find out more

DOGS AT ASP: UPDATE
by Catherine Spence

https://www.eventspronto.co.nz/ceramics


A big thank you to all the members who sent in feedback with regards to dogs being at ASP.

The overall response concluded that ASP Members do want - and enjoy (for the most part)

- dogs to be welcome at ASP.  The general sentiment was that their presence is part of the

ASP community culture.

There were some concerns expressed as well, and so from these we have formulated some

simple, fair guidelines that members who bring their dogs are asked to follow:

Within the studio, please keep dogs tied on a lead alongside where you are working.

Please pick up their parcels (poop!) when they are on a walk/toilet break on the ASP

grounds.

Please don't allow them to sit at the table in the house.

Be mindful that although you adore your dog, not everyone might feel the same way.

ASP TUTOR SEARCH
ASP ARE CURRENTLY LOOKING FOR EXCITING NEW TUTORS TO JOIN THE TEAM 
 FROM KIDS CLASSES, BEGINNERS TO THE BOLD, RARE AND UNUSUAL, IF YOU

THINK YOU HAVE SOMETHING TO OFFER PLEASE LET US KNOW - CLICK ON THE
LINK BELOW TO FILL OUT OUR FORM

Click Here

Auckland Studio Potters
96 Captain Springs Road - Onehunga, Auckland

New Zealand

You received this email because you signed up on our
website or made a purchase from us.

https://form.jotform.co/92239336423861
https://form.jotform.co/92239336423861
http://pdf.mailerlite.com/removessl_hex/68747470733a2f2f707265766965772e6d61696c65726c6974652e636f6d2f683679397832
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